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ABSTRACT 

Audio games demonstrate an emergence of interactive 

parameter mapping sonifications that potentially optimally 

display geographical information and a large number of 

simultaneous data variables. Our preliminary investigation of 

audio games is in response to a call for more research on 

parameter mapping sonifications, such as the best way of 

presenting auditory legends for representations, effectiveness 

of spatial audio, map comprehension techniques, and finding 

optimal sonic variable mappings. We also present a proposed 

set of auditory map interfaces observed in audio games. 

Commercially available interactive interfaces and audio 

games – that have been shaped and informally “tested” by 

the selection pressures of a demanding consumer market – 

can serve as examples of potentially effective conventions 

informing future work in the auditory display research 

community.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Audio games are computer games that can be played entirely 

with an audio interface. These games have existed since 

1972 [1] and span the spectrum from completely speech-

based to being almost exclusively based on non-speech 

sounds. Within the context of this paper, audio games are 

what we refer to as a “natural laboratory” – a site of 

investigation where extensive iteration in culture, driven by 

selection pressures, has refined a set of artifacts and/or 

conventions to what are likely to be effective states. 

Elsewhere, this has been referred to as “artifact evolution” 

[2]. Here, we focus on audio games because they 

demonstrate an emergence of interactive parameter mapping 

sonifications with the potential to optimally display 

geographical information and a large number of 

simultaneous data variables. Our preliminary investigation of 

audio games is in response to a call for more research on 

parameter mapping sonifications, such as from Walker & 

Mauney [3], Krygier [4], and Flowers, Turnage, and Buhman 

[5]. Commercially available interactive interfaces and audio 

games – that have been shaped and informally “tested” by 

the selection pressures of a demanding consumer market – 

can serve as examples of potentially effective conventions 

that can inform future work in the auditory display research 

community. Past research on audio games has been limited, 

focusing mainly on their applicability to navigation for 

visually impaired users and little focus has been given to 

how the affordances of audio games can be applied to data 

representation. Through our preliminary investigation of 

audio games presented in this paper, examples are provided 

to suggest solutions to some of the more difficult problems in 

sonification. This exploration of audio game interfaces aims 

to expand the research presented in chapter 20 of the 

Sonification Handbook by Brazil & Fernstrom [6], and to 

encourage greater investigation into the potential value of 

audio games to the auditory display community. 

2. BACKGROUND 

There has been little research on utilizing audio game 

interfaces for data representations and mapping. For example, 

researchers have demonstrated that utilizing some of the 

techniques in audio games have enabled blind people to 

improve their sense of orientation and cognitive mapping 

ability in the physical world [7], [8], [9]. However, the 

existing research has not acknowledged the variety of 

auditory interfaces presented in audio games. Such 

discoveries within the audio game community may expose 

new opportunities, such as strategic uses of text-to-speech 

labels that have not been the focus of auditory display 

researchers. For example, developments in sonification have 

particularly focused on non-speech sounds [10]. However, for 

auditory mapping displays, the strategic use of text-to-speech 

is fundamental. Edler & Lamnert-Siepmann [11], who have 

researched the addition of an auditory dimension to 

cartographic maps, recommend understanding what makes 

current map types successful in helping to structure auditory 

interfaces. In visual maps, there are several purposes for 

using text when an image will not suffice. Titles and labels 

provide context, and are examples where the text is more 

useful than an image. Similarly, there will be instances in 

sonification where text, in addition to non-speech sounds, 

may prove useful [12]. 

2.1. Call for research and clues from audio games 

Researchers of the auditory display community have raised 

questions about representing complex data sets through sound 

that audio games may have an answer for. Here are three 

examples: Krygier [4] asked how one would best design a 

sonic legend for a map. Most audio games employ auditory 

icons – a type of representation that bears an analogical 

resemblance to the process or activity being represented – to 

reduce the need for a legend [13], [14], [8]. An example of 

this may be found in the audio game Swamp [15], in which 

sounds of buzzing flies represent corpses containing loot, and 

sounds of footsteps paired with groans represent zombies. If a 

map key is required, such as in Adventure at C, an ever-

accessible tree-based menu presents a name of the different 
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items, and a keypress, such as enter, will play a sound 

corresponding to the selected item [16]. The second issue 

identified by Krygier [4], and Flowers, Turnage & Buhman 

[5], called for research on the ability for users to identify 

objects in spatial audio. The aforementioned Swamp utilizes 

3D audio, requiring users to center objects or creatures in 

their headphones through rotating their orientation, before 

either shooting, avoiding, or running over the object. Users 

have become incredibly accomplished at this task, being able 

to quickly navigate through complex and varied terrain while 

defending against dozens of enemies in the game world, all 

while searching for a single item [17]. A third question posed 

by Krygier [4] concerns whether blind people can build up 

maps while only being able to view a single point at a time. 

Balan, Moldoveanu, & Moldoveanu [8], and Sanchez et al. 

[9], found the highly immersive and attractive nature of audio 

games enables blind people to create a spatial representation 

of their environment that can be assigned to aid performing 

real-life navigation tasks. For example, strategy games such 

as Tactical Battle are precisely based around the user being 

able to know exactly what is happening on all parts of the 

map at once [18]. Flowers, Turnage & Buhman [3], Walker & 

Nees [19], and Walker & Mauney [5], comment that it is 

difficult to determine appropriate mappings between data and 

displays for blind audiences for several reasons, including the 

fact that many sonification studies are conducted with sighted 

participants and these studies may not account for perceptual 

differences due to expertise. However, given that the audio 

game community is mostly blind, all successful audio games 

have been extensively – though informally – “tested” by blind 

individuals [1]. Therefore, observing the data-to-display 

mappings in audio games can suggest generally accepted 

practices in the blind population. New types of experiments 

could perhaps be developed and deployed using games within 

the audio game community. 

3. INTERFACES 

The authors propose that audio game interfaces fit into five 

distinct map types: MUD style, tree-based, grid-based, side-

scroller, and first-person 3D. Each of these interfaces have 

completely different methods of conveying the three levels 

of a digital interface [21]. The three levels are: physical 

input and output, WIMP (window, icon, menu, and pointer), 

and the game world itself [21]. The output interface of audio 

games is almost exclusively through headphones [22]. Each 

map type utilizes its own basic conventions, such as the 

mouse in first-person 3D, and typing on a keyboard in 

MUD-based maps [8], [23]. The WIMP interface is present 

in audio games, but should be changed slightly to replace 

“pointer” with “message” (WIMM) because audio games 

generally do not utilize a mouse pointer [24], [7]. The 

WIMM elements, which contain information about the 

game, stats, health, and exact location are mostly presented 

through speech [8]. Every aspect of the audio game 

experience consists of either: auditory icons, earcons, and/or 

speech [8]. “The game world is represented as a landscape, 

topography, objects, and inhabitants” [21, p.55]. Each of 

these game world components and their interactions are 

represented by one or more audio elements which could be 

combined to represent different levels of realism, such as 

varying the tambour of footsteps based on size and ground 

surface characteristics [25]. The most significant attribute of 

auditory maps is the representation of location, either as a set 

of coordinates or as parent-child relationships within a tree-

based map structure. The five auditory maps are taken from 

an analysis of existing interface design literature, past 

studies, the author’s observations through a decade of audio 

game play, and a growing database of annotated games. 

During the design process for interactive parameter mapping 

sonifications, the third step, after identifying the data and the 

message the interface should convey, is the choice of what 

interface to use. Almost every data set can be represented 

with any interface, so it is the purpose of the sonification 

that dictates what interface should be used. 

3.1. MUD-based 

MUD stands for “multi-user dungeon” or “multi-user 

domain” and is a completely text-based game [23]. Users 

interact with the world by typing commands on a keyboard, 

such as “north” to move north, and access system options 

through typing instructions such as “set exits on” [23]. MUDs 

are considered audio games because blind users can access 

their content through their screen reader which reads the 

output window and players will often add in custom auditory 

elements to represent events in the game world [26], [27]. 

Game world components are represented by short text 

descriptions such as “A black iron pot is here” after the 

room’s description [28]. Rooms have a title attribute, such as 

“Shrine of St. Wiseheart” [29]. MUDs can represent any type 

of data that can be put into text. They enable a user to zoom 

in on elements through commands, such as “look pot” in the 

aforementioned example, to get a detailed description, and 

can represent a high number of variables simultaneously. A 

disadvantage is the high level of linguistic competency 

required to understand the content [8]. Interfaces where users 

need a strong analogical connection to the content do not 

work well in MUD interfaces. The content is conceptually 

specific, so it will say “a large dog”, rather than making the 

sound a large dog would produce. The command line on 

computers is very similar to the MUD interface. 

3.2. Tree-based 

Tree-based maps are a set of parent-child relationships that 

show hierarchical structure [30]. The input to tree-based maps 

is generally comprised of four parts: move forward, move 

backward, move up a level, and move down a level. The only 

analogical relationship is hierarchical; every other 

representation is conceptually specific. Browser-based games 

and list-based games such as Sryth and Crafting Kingdom are 

organized as tree structures [31], [32]. Game world 

components are represented as nodes, either pages or menu 

items, and often with accompanying speech and auditory 

icons that play when the user selects an object. Almost every 

game utilizes a tree-based menu structure to allow the user 

access to actions such as start, exit, and save [25], [33]. One 

advantage of tree-based maps is that users do not need to 

remember all the data points in a set; they simply need to 

remember the location of the data they are looking for. Menus 

allow users to explore data without needing to remember 

order to navigate through the interface. However, trees do not 

represent distances between two nodes very well. They also 

tend to have a steep learning curve, and as the size of the tree 

structure increases, browsing through it becomes impractical 

[34]. Representations showing groups of data and lists of 
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points are best shown with tree maps. File explorers and most 

websites are tree-based interfaces. 

3.3. Grid-based 

Grid-based maps are based on a set of coordinates 

representing squares placed together in a column–row 

relationship [35]. The most common example of a grid 

interface is the spreadsheet. The user navigates through a 

rectangular array of tiles or cells, and components are placed 

in different cells around the rectangular array to represent the 

map content. The input interface generally utilizes the arrow 

keys to allow moving between cells, and keystroke 

combinations, such as Ctrl+Up arrow to jump upward through 

the tiles [33]. Game messages are frequently accessed through 

menus and by pressing letter keys on different tiles. Each 

game world component is situated in a tile and the user can 

move around the squares and view component locations in 

relationship to one another. Auditory elements of a tile’s 

components play when the user enters a new tile. Strategy 

games (such as Tactical Battle), where showing an overview 

of a map is important, employ grid-based maps [18]. Zhao et 

al. [7] found that grid-based maps allow blind users to easily 

explore unfamiliar geographical data and quickly understand 

adjacent relationships. Grids are ideally suited to allowing the 

user to get an overview of the data being represented [34]. 

Grids, however, do not show irregular shapes; users do not 

like the number of keystrokes it takes to move through the 

map; and it takes a while for users to understand everything 

that the map has to offer [7]. Many data sets, in comma-

separated values (CSV) format, can be represented using text 

in a grid-based spreadsheet. However, adding non-linguistic 

sonic cues and brief speech messages allow multiple variables 

to be represented in a single cell. 

3.4. Side-scroller 

Side-scroller maps utilize a side view of the map where the 

user primarily moves left and right and analogical object 

sounds are represented using stereo panning [36], [37]. 

Games such as Adventure at C utilize a side-scroller map. 

Users mostly use the arrow keys to move through the map 

and access conceptually specific status information through 

menus and letter key presses, such as “h” for health [33]. 

Oren performed a study designing a complex side-scroller 

game with multiple levels and different heights of objects 

[37]. He demonstrated that three variables – height, position, 

and type – could be effectively represented simultaneously 

using pitch, stereo panning, and texture respectively. The 

conclusion was that side-scroller interfaces allow for quick 

recognition of several variables at once, and complexity 

beyond that leads to confusion. The interface is optimal for 

quick navigation through a high level of analogical detail. 

3.5. First-person 3D 

First-person 3D maps are characterized by the use of 3D 

audio and are the most studied of the audio game map types 

[8], [38], [25], [39], [9], [40]. The input interface to first-

person 3D maps span the range of input devices, from 

“keyboard only” (as in Top Speed 3), to gyroscope as seen in 

Swamp with the “see monkey”, to GPS location as presented 

by Rober & Masuch [39], [41], [15]. WIMM elements are 

both inside and outside the game world. The game world is 

incredibly detailed and tries to mirror reality [38]. The 

analogical game world components are positioned around the 

user and use short looping sound samples to let the user know 

where they are [25], [39]. Terrain and topological features are 

represented by audible thuds as the user hits impassible 

obstacles, and changes in footstep tambour or tone quality as 

the user moves over different surfaces [25], [15]. First-person 

3D provides the most detailed and analogical interface out of 

the five map types, and can allow for many different variables 

to be represented at once. This makes first-person 3D perfect 

for data sets with many variables. The disadvantages of first-

person 3D are the easy disorientation of the users and the 

length it takes to explore an interface. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Audio games provide a large set of potentially effective sonic 

interfaces that can be used in designing data sonifications. 

Researchers can shape their hypotheses based off what seems 

to work in audio games. If one has access to the data in an 

audio game, it would be possible to perform empirical studies 

on user tendencies. Currently most sighted users have had no 

experience with these interfaces and it may require some 

training before they become proficient. This means that there 

may be factors other than good design that may lead to a 

successful interface and there may be interfaces beyond what 

has been mentioned that may be employed in audio games. 

Designing data sonifications using the framework set forth by 

Jørgensen will allow a more dynamic and intuitive interface 

and expand the capabilities of existing sonification practices, 

such as those presented in Brazil & Fernstrom [21], [6]. The 

use of auditory elements, such as auditory icons, earcons, and 

speech should be ubiquitous in most sonic interfaces. Future 

research needs to validate and clarify the systematic 

application of the five audio game map interfaces to data 

sonifications. A larger set of audio games also needs to be 

evaluated to insure validity. 
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